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“Social commerce has evolved quickly during the past few
years.Increasingly more social media platforms have

jumped on the bandwagon officially by incorporating the
livestreaming and shopping function directly into the

platform so that consumers don’t have to be redirected to
e-commerce platforms to make the final purchase."

– Summer Xia, Research Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Various user behaviours and attitudes on social commerce across city tiers
• Compete to earn mindset of well-educated consumers
• What’s next for selling on WeChat

Mintel is very positive about the future of social commerce in China as Chinese netizens now are used
to shopping for consumer goods online and favour shopping online. A piece of good news for social
commerce players is that more respondents would choose them over traditional comprehensive
shopping websites for future purchases. Nonetheless, it’s difficult to stand out from the crowd as both
social media platforms and traditional e-commerce players are entering the battleground having
witnessed the great potential of social commerce.
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Challenge in converting watch to buy

Postgraduates are buying more

Loyalty program was a common weakness

Young generation and high earners prefer entertaining and personalised content

Males and low earners trust themselves more

Unconventional heavy user of group buy
Figure 16: Usage of group buy, April 2020

Buying from KOL is more prevalent among group-buy heavy users
Figure 17: Buying from KOL, by gender, age, personal income, and city tier, April 2020

WeChat group to maintain relationship and generate repeat sales
Figure 18: Members of WeChat shopping group, by gender and personal income April 2020
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Figure 19: Promotion related behaviours, April 2020

Figure 20: Promotion related behaviours, by age, April 2020

Individuals are also selling on social media platforms
Figure 21: Sellers action on social media, April 2020

Figure 22: Sellers action on social media, by age and personal income, April 2020

Sellers are also the buyers
Figure 23: Social commerce usage, by sellers and non-sellers on social media platforms, April 2020

Pinduoduo wins the crown in awareness, usage and purchase
Figure 24: Awareness and usage of social commerce platforms, April 2020

Figure 25: Awareness, browsing rate and purchase conversion of social commerce platforms, April 2020

Xiaohongshu: challenge in converting content into purchase

COVID-19 fuelled WeChat growth in retailing

Vertical social e-commerce players fail to drive purchase

Northern consumers prefer livestreaming shopping

Postgraduates are buying more, yet not from Pinduoduo
Figure 26: Have purchased on social commerce platforms, by education, April 2020

COVID-19 make the household cleaning product to the top
Figure 27: Products and service purchased on social commerce platforms, April 2020

Shopping preference by gender are more obvious in social commerce
Figure 28: Products and service purchased on social commerce platforms, by gender, April 2020

Buying luxury on social commerce is more popular in tier one cities

Postgraduates bought more electronics using social commerce
Figure 29: Products and service purchased on social commerce platforms, by education, April 2020

Social Commerce Related Behaviours

Awareness and Usage of Social Commerce Platforms

Product and Service Purchased
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Traditional e-commerce platforms stand still
Figure 30: Impression of different types of social commerce platforms, April 2020

Product quality matters for social commerce

Vertical social commerce platforms need to build up popularity

After-sales services is vital for brands selling on WeChat

Valuable content drive sharing
Figure 31: Types of content willing to share, April 2020

Females are more active in sharing
Figure 32: Types of content willing to share, by gender, April 2020

Young consumers favours personalised content
Figure 33: Types of content willing to share, by age, April 2020

High earners are more into knowledge and entertaining content
Figure 34: Types of content willing to share, by personal income, April 2020

COVID-19 gave social commerce a lift
Figure 35: COVID-19’s impact on social commerce, by gender and income, April 2020

Social commerce succeeds in user base increment
Figure 36: Social commerce vs traditional e-commerce, by selected demographics, April 2020

Friends and families are more trustworthy
Figure 37: Attitude towards recommendation from friends/family, April 2020

Figure 38: Attitude towards recommendation from celebrities and friends/family, April 2020

Males and low earners tend to be independent thinkers
Figure 39: Attitude towards recommendation from celebrities, by gender and income, April 2020

Figure 40: Attitude towards recommendation from friends/family, by gender and income, April 2020

Great opportunity in opening personal stores
Figure 41: Attitude towards opening personal stores, by gender and income, April 2020

Searching function and algorithm worth improving
Figure 42: Attitudes towards product recommendation, by income and education, April 2020

More engaging in buying and promoting
Figure 43: Social commerce related behaviour, By sellers and non-sellers on social media platforms, April 2020

Buying more products from more platforms
Figure 44: Repertoire analysis of products and service purchased, by consumer classification, April 2020

Figure 45: Awareness and usage of social commerce platforms, by consumer classification, April 2020

Interested in sharing their attitudes
Figure 46: Impression of different types of social commerce platforms, by consumer classification, April 2020

Platform Association

Sharing Trigger

Attitudes towards Social Commerce

Meet the Mintropolitans
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Keep using social commerce after the outbreak
Figure 47: COVID-19’s impact on social commerce, by gender and income, April 2020

Figure 48: Social commerce vs traditional e-commerce, by selected demographics, April 2020

Methodology

Abbreviations

Appendix – Methodology and Abbreviations
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